Impact of Translation on Sentiment Analysis: A Case-Study on Telugu Reviews
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Abstract. Sentiment analysis research has predominantly been on English texts. There exists many sentiment resources for English but very less exist for other languages. To improve sentiment analysis in a low resource language, sentiment labeled corpora are translated from English into the focus language and use them as additional resources for sentiment analysis research in the focus language [3]. But when text is translated from one language into another, sentiment is preserved to varying degrees. In this paper, we use product and book reviews in English as stand-in for source language text and determine loss in sentiment and sentiment predictability when they are translated into Telugu (a low resource South Asian language), manually and automatically. For this purpose, we use manually and automatically determined sentiment labels of the English text as a benchmark. We show that sentiment analysis of Telugu manual translations of English text produces competitive results w.r.t English sentiment analysis. We discover that even though machine translation significantly reduces the human ability to recover sentiment, automatic sentiment systems are still able to capture sentiment information from the translations in certain cases. In the process, we created a Telugu-English parallel corpus that is independently annotated for sentiment using a 5-value scale by Telugu and English speakers. We also created a Telugu lexicon annotated at both sentiment and emphasis level.
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1 Introduction

The term sentiment analysis is most commonly used to refer to the goal of determining the polarity of a piece of text. Automated sentiment analysis of text,
especially reviews has many applications in commerce and product development. In the past two decades, a vast majority of research has been on English texts [10–12]. Furthermore, many sentiment resources essential for automated sentiment analysis such as sentiment labeled corpora exist mainly in English. There is a growing need to analyze texts from other languages such as Telugu, but with very few resources this cannot be done effectively. Thus for the automated sentiment analysis of low resource languages, we decided to translate the English resources to the focus-language and use them for automated sentiment analysis of text in that language. To our knowledge, this is the first resource containing English reviews and their translations into Telugu (both manually and automatically produced) each manually labeled for sentiment using 5-value scale. We also created first Telugu lexicon annotated at both sentiment and emphasis level though sentiment level lexicon was available [9]. The lexicon consists of 6000 words. We use English product and book reviews as specific instances. We use Telugu and English sentiment analysis systems as well as a English to Telugu translation system. We outline the advantages and disadvantages of manual and machine translation methods and conduct quantitative and qualitative experiments to determine the impact of translation on sentiment. As benchmarks we use manually and automatically determined 5-value scale sentiment labels of the English product and book reviews. The results will determine the best suited methods.

Through our experiments on the parallel corpus, we show that sentiment analysis of Telugu manual translations of English texts produces competitive results w.r.t English sentiment analysis. We also show that translations ( both manual and automatic ) introduces marked changes in sentiment carried by the text: Highly positive and highly negative texts can often be translated into the texts that are just positive and negative. Positive and negative texts can often be translated into texts that are neutral. Highly negative text can be translated to Highly positive text. We also find that in some cases, certain attributes of automatically translated text that mislead humans with regards to the true sentiment of the source text, do not seem to affect the automatic sentiment analysis system.

2 Related Work

2.1 Sentiment Analysis in English

Sentiment analysis systems have been applied to many different kinds of texts including customer reviews [11, 10, 12], newspaper headlines [4], blogs [18], novels [5], emails [15]. Often these systems have to cater to the specific needs of the text such as formality versus informality, length of utterances, etc.

2.2 Sentiment Analysis in Telugu

Sentiment analysis of Telugu social media texts has several challenges. Telugu is an agglutinative Dravidian language spoken widely in India. It is morphologically complex language. Very little work is done on sentiment analysis in Telugu.
Sentiment analysis systems have been applied to different kinds of Telugu texts including Song Lyrics [1], News [16, 17].

2.3 Multilingual Sentiment Analysis

Mihalcea et al. used English resources to automatically generate Romanian subjectivity lexicon using an English-Romanian dictionary [13]. The generated lexicon is then used to classify Romanian text. Wan translated Chinese customer reviews to English using a machine translation system [19]. The translated reviews are then classified with a rule-based system that relies on English lexicons. Mohammad et al. studied the affect of translation on sentiment using Arabic social media posts[14]. Balahur and Turchi conducted a study to assess the performance of statistical sentiment analysis techniques on machine-translated texts [2]. The authors stated that sentiment analysis can be performed on automatically translated texts without a substantial loss in accuracy. On contrary to this, our study shows that it may not be true for all languages and there may be a loss of sentiment while translating in some languages.

3 Experimental Setup

To study the impact of translation on sentiment analysis, we propose the following experimental setup: (Here H is human, M is machine, A is annotation, T is translation)

- Identify an English review dataset. Lets refer it as En.
- Manually translate the chosen dataset into Telugu. Lets refer it as Te(HT).
- Automatically translate the chosen dataset into Telugu. Lets refer it as Te(MT).
- Manually annotate English review dataset for sentiment. Lets refer it as En(HA).
- Manually annotate all translated (both manually and automatically) Telugu datasets. Lets refer them as Te(HT.HA) and Te (MT.HA)
- Run an English sentiment analysis system on English review dataset and generate automatically annotated English review dataset. Lets refer it as En(MA)
- Run a Telugu sentiment analysis system on both the Telugu datasets and generate automatically annotated Telugu datasets. Lets refer them as Te(HT.MA) and Te (MT.MA).

Figure 1 depicts the experiment setup. Once various sentiment labeled datasets are created, we compare them to draw inferences. For example, comparing the labels for En(HA) and Te(HT.HA) will show how different the sentiment labels tend to be when the text is manually translated from English to Telugu. The results will also show how feasible it is to first translate English text into Telugu automatically and then use automatic sentiment analysis (En(HA) vs. Te(MT.MA)).
Fig. 1. Experimental setup to determine the impact of translation on sentiment. We compare the sentiment labels of En(HA), a manually annotated English dataset with other datasets shown on the right side of the figure.

**DATA:** For the experiment we created an English-Telugu parallel corpus which consists of reviews with around 3500 entity level sentences.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 4, we discuss the task of generating translations manually and automatically. In Section 5, we describe the procedure of annotating Telugu and English texts. In Section 6, we discuss the Telugu sentiment analysis. In Section 7, we discuss English sentiment analysis. In Section 8, we present the observations on sentiment after translation and In Section 9, we present our conclusions.

### 4 Generating Telugu Translation

The manual translation was carried out in the following way: First the data was normalized and all the spelling mistakes were corrected. The numbers were retained as in Roman script. The translators were instructed to be faithful to the original text as much as possible and retain the same sentiment value. The translators first understood the exact meaning and emotion of the review sentences. Later they generated the review in Telugu such that it fits Telugu grammar and syntax and also carries the same emotion and meaning as the sentence. Though this process is accurate, it is time consuming.

We also used Google translate Api\(^1\) for the task of automatic translation of review sentences. It translates considerably good because it uses Neural Machine translation and has huge data of different languages [20].

\(^1\) [https://www.npmjs.com/package/google-translate-api](https://www.npmjs.com/package/google-translate-api)
5 Creating sentiment labeled data in English and Telugu

Manual sentiment annotations were performed for three datasets as follows:

1. Original English sentences were annotated by native English speakers.
2. Manual Telugu translations were annotated by native Telugu speakers.
3. Automatic Telugu translations were annotated by native Telugu speaker.

Each sentence was annotated by 5 annotators and the sentiment label marked by majority was chosen. The annotators annotated each sentence using a 5-value scale, distinguishing between highly negative, negative, neutral, positive and highly positive. 5-value scale annotation was chosen so as to determine the loss in sentiment accurately because by using 3-value scale we may not capture the loss of emphasis after translation in the text. Figure 2 shows the class distribution of sentiment labels in various datasets. We can observe different distribution of sentiment labels in each dataset. We can say that there is loss in sentiment after translation from the change in the distribution. For each post, we determine the count of the most frequent annotation divided by the total number of annotations. This score is averaged for all posts to determine the inter-annotator agreement shown in last column of Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Highly Negative</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Highly Positive</th>
<th>Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>En(HA)</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>11.05</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>11.08</td>
<td>36.87</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te(H.T.HA)</td>
<td>25.48</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>39.25</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te(M.T.HA)</td>
<td>25.88</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>35.01</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Class distribution (in percentage) of the sentiment annotated datasets.

6 Telugu Sentiment Analysis

Using Telugu SentiWordNet [9], we created a sentiment lexicon which consisted of around 6000 words. Words which are synonyms and antonyms are grouped

together and are marked as positive, negative, neutral along with the emphasis or level of sentiment conveyed by each individual word on a scale of 4 where 1-no emphasis, 2-little emphasis, 3-emphasis, 4- high emphasis. Then we built Telugu sentiment analysis system by using the following method:

- Assign score for each word in sentence:
  1. If a word is neutral, then assign a score of 3 irrespective of emphasis.
  2. If a word is positive, then assign a score of 4 if it is of no emphasis or little emphasis and score of 5 if there is emphasis or high emphasis.
  3. If a word is negative, then assign a score of 2 if it is of no emphasis or little emphasis and score of 1 if there is emphasis or high emphasis.
  4. If a word is not present in lexicon, treat it as a neutral word.
- score of the word is changed if a negation is present before the word.
- Sum the score of words in a sentence and average them to get score of a sentence.
- We use this score along with number of negated contexts, word and character n-grams as features and train a linear-kernel Support Vector Machine classifier [6] on the available training data and label each sentence using a 5-value scale namely highly positive, positive, neutral, negative, highly negative.

7 English Sentiment Analysis

First the data is normalized and a TF-IDF vector is generated for each sentence. A linear-kernel Support Vector Machine [6] classifier is trained on the available training data. This is used to predict the labels of the sentences in our dataset. An accuracy of 67.5% is achieved.

8 Sentiment After Translation

Using the methods described in the above sections, we have generated all the manually and automatically labeled datasets mentioned in Experimental setup. Figure 3 shows the class distribution in datasets that have been automatically labeled with sentiment. These percentages can be compared with those in Figure 2 which shows true sentiment distribution in the English review dataset.

Observe that the automatic system has difficulty in assigning positive and negative classes to posts. This is probably because of the small percentage (about 10%) of positive and negative sentences in the training data. Also notice that the system predominantly guesses highly positive, which is also a reflection of the distribution in the training data. The strong bias to highly positives is increased in the Telugu translations.

Main Result: Table 1 shows how similar labels are across various pairs of datasets. Column 1 shows the data pairs and Column 2 shows the percentage of instances where sentiment labels match. Row a. shows the match percentage of 67.5% which shows the accuracy of English automatic sentiment analysis system. Row b. shows the difference in labels when text is manually translated.
from English to Telugu and also annotated manually. There is only 71.2% match which shows that translation does affect sentiment. Row c. shows that Telugu automatic sentiment analysis system performance is less compared to manual annotation. Rows d. and e. shows that instances of sentiment label match are very less when translated automatically as the task of automatic translation is fairly difficult. Row f. shows that manual and automatic translation lead to only about 51% match in manually annotated sentiment labels with each other. Row g. shows result of 57.8% which is close to human agreement on manually translated data (65%). Row h. shows accuracy of the Telugu automatic sentiment analysis system on the automatically translated text (assuming the Telugu sentiment labels(Te(MT.HA)) as gold).

We manually examined several sentences to understand why humans incorrectly annotate a sentence automatically translated. Most of the cases were due to bad translation where sentiment word has either disappeared or it’s emphasis is changed or the sentiment of word is altered. In some cases, translations were
affected by typos on English side. Figure 4 shows some examples. In some cases the automatic sentiment analysis system annotates correctly (where manual annotations of translation may fail) because it learns an appropriate model even for mistranslations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Bad auto. translation: wrong translation of Sentence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post: I would not suggest you this TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. Trans: ఇది తెలుగు సంపుర్ణమైన ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ మాత్రము</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manil. Trans: ఇది తెలుగు సంపుర్ణమైన ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ మాత్రము</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. Bad auto. translation: wrong translation, passive sentences are hard to translate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post: Main thing this TV is picture Quality which every one want, best picture quality And solid sound which are those you wont get in this TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. Trans: ఇది తెలుగు సంపుర్ణమైన ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ మాత్రము</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manil. Trans: ఇది తెలుగు సంపుర్ణమైన ఆంధ్రప్రదేశ్ మాత్రము</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. Bad auto. translation: Sarcasm is hard to translate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post: This phone can also be used to iron clothes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auto. Trans: ఈ వయస్ బాంధా రైయమైన తో వారింది మీది</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manil. Trans: ఈ వయస్ బాంధా రైయమైన తో వారింది</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Class distribution (in percentage) resulting from automatic sentiment analysis.

9 Conclusions

We present a set of experiments to systematically study the impact of translation of Telugu sentiment analysis. Our experiments show that the impact of translation at fine-grain level is high i.e level of sentiment or emotion is largely lost in automatic translation where it is fairly retained if translated manually and also Telugu automated sentiment analysis system works much better on manual translation of data than on automatic translations. This is because the task of automatic translation is fairly difficult.
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